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TOOTH PROOF SUPERFABRIC® OFFSHORE GLOVES
The ultimate in protection for your hands whether you’re leadering a thousand
pound marlin, grabbing a toothy fish at boat side, or filleting a pile of fish. Made from
multiple layers of exclusive HMD SuperFabric® it is more resistant to punctures and
cuts and more flexible for greater dexterity. The outer layer makes gripping slippery
fish a snap, and provides protection when leadering large game fish to the boat –
even with wire leaders! Fish slime and odors simply wash away. These are the best
protective gloves available anywhere and they are a SeaGrip® exclusive.

No.
HIHGTP3000

ADHESIVE PLUS™ NON-SLIP GLOVES
Made from heavy-duty woven cotton, the outside surface is reinforced with a
checkerboard pattern of soft, adhesive ‘rubber” that gives you an incredible grip no
matter how wet they get. Use them for everything from cutting bait to washing the
boat and stop worrying about things slipping out of your wet hands. Machine
washable.

No.
HIHG404L

ATLAS-FIT™ PREMIUM NON-SLIP GLOVES
Woven from a heavy-duty cotton-poly blend, these waterfriendly work gloves have
an ergonomically designed, form-fitting rubberized gripping surfaces. Great on the
boat, in the workshop, or for almost any kind of chore. Machine washable.

No.
HIHG310L

ADVANTAGE PLUS™ NON-SLIP COTTON-POLY GLOVES
Woven from a heavy-duty cotton-poly blend, these water-friendly work gloves have
rubberized gripping surfaces. Great on the boat, in the workshop or for almost any
kind of chores. They are a real value so buy them by the bag and always have a pair
on hand.

No.
HIHG502L

ADVANTAGE PLUS™ FAMOUS DOT GLOVES
Woven from 100% heavy-duty cotton and covered top and bottom with a pattern
of closely spaced rubberized dots, this glove provides a non-slip grip under most
con ditions. They are quick drying and breathe to keep your hands comfortable.
Reversible for longer wear, each glove fits either hand so you can get them on in
a flash.

No.
HIHG454L

VINYL WATERPROOF GLOVE
These are the same cloth-backed vinyl work gloves used by commercial fishermen for
the toughest, nastiest jobs. They feature a double-dipped, seamless PVC non-slip
surface from the wrist to the fingertips and a high-top cuff that extends up your arm
to keep your sleeves dry while providing excellent grip. Remains flexible in cold
temperatures and is completely waterproof, impervious to most chemicals, and roomy
enough to fit a light pair of cotton gloves inside for extra warmth. The next time you
get stuck having to cut bait, these are the gloves to wear.

No.
HIHG620L

EMERGENCY PONCHO
You’ll be prepared for that suddendown-pour with this comfortable emergency
poncho. Constructed of clear polyethylene to keep bad weather out, this
poncho features a drawstring hood and elastic wrist bands. It conveniently
folds into a small pouch to store in your pocket, purse, glove compartment or
back pack.

No.
DARWP                                     

OUTERWEAR • GLOVES, RAINGEAR, BIBS, JACKET MUSTAD, HI-SEAS, AFTCO REEL SEAT/ROD BUTT

CASTTRAX
Ultra durable
cleated overshoe
product provides
sure-footed traction
on mossy rock, ice,
and slick terrain.
• Quick release
buckle & strap
system for easy
on/off
• 36 replaceable durable threaded carbide
spikes per pair placed under toe, heel and
ball of foot. Allows for customization and
extends the life of the product
• Molded rubber walls at toe, heel, and side
provide secure fit
• Combination of aggressive rubber lug &
carbide spike pattern provides traction on any
surface
• Includes 10 additional carbide replacement
spikes & 1 buckle
Sizes:
M (8-9), L (10-11), XL (12-13), XXL (14-15)

No.
FA5200

ROCKTRAX & ROCKTRAX PLUS
A versatile cleated
overshoe product
that provides sure-
footed traction on
mossy rock, ice, and
slick terrain.

• Quick release
buckle & strap
system for easy
on/off
• Molded rubber walls at toe, heel, and side
provide secure fit
• Durable push-through carbide spikes placed
under toe, heel and ball of foot
Sizes:
M(8-9), L (10-11), XL (12-13), XXL (U-15)

No. Description
ROCKTRAX
KORFA5100 28 spikes per pair placed 

under toe, heel and ball of foot

24 additional spike receptacles
available for custom stud 
placement

ROCKTRAX PLUS
KORFA5101 52 spikes per pair placed under

toe, heel and ball of foot

ACCESSORIES
No. Description
KORFA9030 40 threaded carbide spikes
KORFA9020 40 push through carbide spikes
KORFA9000 Push through spike driver


